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A â€œHybridâ€•
Method for Measuring Myocardial Wall
Thickening from Gated PET/SPECT Images
Irene Buvat, Marissa L. Bartlett, Anastasia N. Kitsiou, Vasken Di!sizian and Stephen L. Bacharach
Department ofNuclear Medicine, Cardiology Branch, National Institutes ofHealth, Bethesda, Maryland; and U66
INSERM/CNRS, Paris, France

We introducea hybridindex, HYB, which combinescountswith
geometric information to measure wall thickening from PET/SPECT
gated images. Its accuracy is compared with that of a count-based

index (MAX)and a geometric index (FWHM).Methods For each
index, the index values versus thickness and the estimated thicken
ing values versus true thickening were investigated using theoretical
analyses, realistic simulated data obtained from clinical gated MR
scans, phantom measurements and preliminary gated MRIand PET
patient studies. Each index was studied for different spatial resolu
tions and noise and background conditions. The performance of
each index was quantified using a parameter â€œQâ€•
reflecting bias and
variabilityofthickening estimates. Resufts HYBvaried more linearly
with thickness than MAXand FWHM, resutting in a better Q value
than wfth MAX and FWHM for all noise, background and spatial

end-diastole

to end-systole

as an index of wall thickening.

Geometric methods include tracking the endo- and epi-cardia!
borders (8) and mode! fitting (9). Both the count-based and the
geometry-based methods have advantages as well as serious
limitations.

A theoretical and experimental investigation of the count
based and geometric methods led us to introduce a new hybrid
method. This hybrid method combines count information with
geometric information in a manner that preserves the best
features ofboth approaches. The hybrid method yields an index

that theoretically has a more linear behavior with thickening

than indices produced by either the count-based or geometric
method alone. The performances of the count-based, geometric
and hybrid methods are evaluated using: (a) realistic simulated
resolutions. ROC analysis confirmed that HYB significantly in
creases the sensitivity and specificityfor detection of wall thickening data obtained from clinical gated MR scans, (b) phantom
measurements and (c) preliminary gated MRI and PET patient
abnormalities (sensitivity = 100%; specificity = 85% for HYB,95%
and 50% for MAXand 100% and 0% for FWHM,respectively). studies. Results from the MRI-based simulations are reported
Conclusion: Use ofthe hybrid index instead of conventional count
for different spatial resolutions, noise and background condi
based or geometric indices should improve the classification of tions, which cover the most realistic PET and SPECT imaging
normaVabnormal wall thickening values in gated SPECT and PET. situations. Preliminary patient data are presented to illustrate the
Key Words: myocardialwall thickening;heart; receiveroperating potential clinical benefit of the new hybrid index.
characteristic curve
MATERIALS AND METhODS
J Nuci Med 1997;38:324-329
Data Analysis Scheme

Left ventricular
(LV)wallthickening
is a valuableindicator LV regional wall thickening was determined from short-axis
of myocardial contractile function. PET and SPECT imaging
enable the assessment of myocardial perfusion and metabolism
in vivo. With ECG gating, PET and SPECT images may also be
used to estimate LV wall thickening, thereby permitting simul
taneous measurement of regional function with perfusion or
metabolism (1,2).
The LV wall thickness is usually less than 20 mm. For a
normal subject, typical wall thickening is about 4 mm, from 10
mm at end-diastole to 14 mm at end-systole (3). Less than 2 mm
thickening is abnormal. To measure such small but clinically
important variations, several methods have been proposed,
which can be categorized as either count-based or geometry
based. The most common count-based method used in PET
(1,4) and SPECT (5â€”7)relies on the percent count increase from
Received Oct. 2, 1995; revision accepted Jan. 28, 1996.
Forcorrespondence orreprints contact Stephen B@har&-@h,
PhD, Nationd Institutes
of Health, Department of Nuclear Medkine, Building 10, Room 1C401 , Bethesda, MD
20892.
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gated images after dividing each short-axis image into a number of
sectors. First, at each of the â€œTâ€•
gated time points, each short-axis
slice was sinc interpolated (10) by a factor of four to minimize
sampling effects. An initial, manual estimate of the LV center was
made on the end-diastole image. Based on this initial position, the
optimum center was estimated as that position equidistant from the
maxima of all profiles across the myocardium. This optimum
center was used to cast the LV short-axis image into cylindrical
coordinates. Based on this cylindrical coordinate system, the LV
was divided into â€œ5â€•
sectors and a profile (plot of counts as a
function of distance from endo- to epi-cardium) was computed.
The process was repeated at each time point, using the optima!
center point from time point â€œk-lâ€•
as the initial center estimate for
the kth time point image. Therefore, for each slice, there were TxS
count-profiles. For each sector's profile, an index related to that
sector's thickness was then calculated.
Indices for Measuring Wall Thickening
Count-based, geometric and hybrid indices were studied.
â€¢February

1997

Count-Basedlndex. Because ofthe partial volume effect (11,12),
the maximum count value in a profile across the myocardia! wall,
MAX, is often assumed to be proportional to the wall thickness
(TH) (1,4â€”6):
E 1
MAX = A@ . TH.
q.
Because Amax @Sunknown, absolute thickening between end
diastole and end-systole cannot be readily derived. Consequently,
the quantity used to assess wall thickening was the percentage
thickening, PT,,@:
PT@ = 100 . (@s@f@J(
es MAX e@JfMAX@cj. Eq. 2
If Equation 1 were valid, PT,,@ would be exactly equal to the
actual percentage thickening 100 . (THe, TI1ei)/T1@e&It has been
shown and will be verified below that for thicknesses greater than
the spatial resolution of the imaging system, Equation 1 becomes
invalid and may introduce substantial bias (13).
Geometric Index. A more direct method is to measure wall
thickening using edge detection, e.g., by thresholding (8). We used
an automatic variable thresholding approach, which assumed that
the FWHM of the profile was proportional to the thickness of the
profile:
FWHM = A@

TH.

Eq.3

Ideally, the profiles across the wall should be symmetric for true
short-axis images. Real PET and SPECT short-axis profiles are
rarely symmetric because of surrounding background activity,
neighboring structures or uptake inhomogeneities from the endo
cardium to epicardium. Therefore, the profile FWHM was defined
as twice the half-FWHM, where the half-FWHM was the distance
from the profile maximum to the ha!fmaximum on the inside or the
outside of the myocardium, whichever was the smallest.
To reduce their variance, the FWHM values at each sector or
time point were smoothed using a one-dimensional (1/3,1/3,1/3)
kernel first around the sectors, then again along time.
Percentage thickening between end-diastole and end-systole was
calculated as:
PT@

= 100 . (FWHM@5â€”FWHM@@IJ/FWHM@@I.
Eq. 4

Hybrid Index. This index, HYB, combines counts and geometric

information.
HYB was defined as the number of counts within the FWHM of
the profile. Its calculation involved the previously introduced
parameters MAX and FWHM. The location of the MAX was
determined and the FWHM was calculated at every sector and time
point. These two parameters were then smoothed independently,
first along sectors, then along time, using a (1/3,1/3,1/3) smoothing
kernel. The location of the wall edges was deduced from the
smoothed location of the profile MAX and from the smoothed
FWHM. Finally, the number of counts within these two edges was
calculated to give the HYB index.
This method assumes that HYB was proportional to thickness:
HYB = Ahyb TH.

Eq. 5

As with the other indices, percentage thickening was defined by:
Eq 6
PThyb
100 . (HYB@, â€”HYB@J/HYB@.
Studies of the Three Indices
Theoretical Wall Model. A simple mode! was used to study the
linearity of the three indices with respect to thickness for imaging
systems with different spatial resolutions. The profile across the
wall was modeled by a square wave whose width corresponded to
the width of the wall convolved with a Gaussian of FWHM equal
to the spatial resolution. No noise was added. Profiles were

obtained by varying the square wave thickness from 2 to 20 mm in
2-mm steps and the Gaussian FWHM from 6 to 14 mm in 2-mm
steps. By using these profiles, the index values were plotted against
thickness to study the validity of Equations 1, 3 and 5.
MR-Based Simulations. Gated short-axis cardiac MR images
were obtained in three subjects with coronary artery disease using
a multislice gradient-echo technique (flip angle = 40Â°;TR: RR
interval; TE: 20 ms; 16 time points per RR). Each slice was 10-mm
thick and the pixel size was 1.5625 mm. These images were used
to produce simulated MR-based PET/SPECT cardiac images as

follows. First, at each of the 16 time points, the endocardial and
epicardial boundaries of the LV were traced by hand. The myo
cardium and the background were set to two different values W and
G. The resulting binary image was then resampled to a 2-mm pixel
size, matching

that pixel

size used in our PET scanner.

The

resampled image was blurred using a two-dimensional Gaussian of
FWHM equal to the spatial resolution of the simulated imaging
system. Finally, real noise was added to the blurred image. This
noise was obtained from a PET image of a uniform object,
reconstructed using the same parameters as those used for clinical
data to reproduce the frequency and correlation characteristics of
clinical noise. Different noise images with the same s.d. o@were
added to each image of a simulated gated image sequence. These
MR-based PET/SPECT gated sequences were characterized by
three parameters: the background level, (3 = 100 G/W, the noise
level, â€˜r@=
100 o'/W, and the spatial resolution, sr.
The LV of each MR-based image was divided into 16 sectors,
producing 256 thicknesses (16 sectors X 16 time points). The true
thickness values were defined as the FWHM ofthe profile obtained
from the unblurred binary images before resampling.
The MR-based images were used to investigate how well each of
the three indices could estimate thickening. This depends on the:
(a) linearity between index value and thickness, (b) background
level, (c) noise level and (d) spatial resolution. To determine the
influence of these factors, various combinations of noise (i@= 10,
15 and 20%), background (f3 = 10, 15 and 20%) and spatial
resolutions (sr 8, 12 and 16 mm) were investigated. These values
of @,
f3 and sr spanned the range of noise, background and spatial
resolution observed in our real PET/SPECT images. For each
MR-based image sequence corresponding to particular â€˜q,
j3 and sr
values, every combination of thickness and thickening (positive
thickening only) that was present in the MR images was consid
ered. For every combination, thickening was calculated from the
three indices and plotted against true thickening.
Phantom Measurement. A special phantom was constructed to
mimic the thickening occurring in a cardiac study. The phantom
consisted of a solid perspex insert with variable radii (Fig. 1) fixed
inside a hollow perspex cylinder. After filling with radioactive water,
cross-sections at different axial levels produced images of different
myocardia! thicknesses. Different cross-sections could therefore be
considered as images taken at different time points of a gated
acquisition. There was no background activity inside the LV cavity.
The phantom was filled with a solution containing â€˜8F
and imaged
using a GE-Advance PET scanner in three-dimension mode with
built-in scatter correction. Slice thickness was 4.25 mm and pixel
size was 2 mm. The in-plane spatial resolution was about 7 mm.

Slices corresponding to actual myocardial thicknesses of 2, 4, 6, 8,
10, 12, 14, 16, 16, 14, 12, 10, 8, 6, 4 and 2 mm were combined to
mimic a gated acquisition of 16 images. Each was divided into 16
sectors. To show how the MR-based images compared with the real
phantom data, binary images with wall thicknesses equal to those
of the phantom, at a pixel size = 2 mm, were created. No
background was added. The binary images were blurred using a
7-mm FWHM two-dimensional Gaussian. Noise was added as for
the MR-based simulated data using q = 10%, which approximately
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matched the noise level in the phantom data. Thickening values
were calculated using the three indices for the phantom data and for
the equivalent simulated data to check the consistency between
simulated and real data.
Clinical Studies. A preliminary clinical investigation of the
20
performance of the three methods for the detection of wall
18
thickening abnormalities was performed. Five patients (age 44â€”72
yr; mean 56.25) who had known or suspected coronary artery
disease and who had undergone both an MR-gated scan and an
FDG gated PET scan were studied. The MR scans were performed
at rest using the multislice gradient-echo technique previously
300 mm
described. For each patient, a midventricular short-axis slice was
analyzed. The FDG-PET scan was performed at rest after intrave
nous injection of 185 MBq (5 mCi) FDG, using the same scanner
described earlier. The short-axis images were 4.25 mm apart with
6
a pixel size equal to 2 mm and a spatial resolution about 7 mm. The
2.35 PET slices were visually selected and added to match the
4
midventricular 10-mm MR slice. Two trained observers were asked
to score the MR regional thickening independently using eight
sectors and the following scale: 1 = akinetic/dyskinetic, 2 =
hypokinetic, 3 = normal. Scores from the two observers were
FIGURE 1. Phantom used for evaluating wall thickening measurements.
The
averaged. Scores 2.5 were considered normal, while scores <2.5
insert is s@ perspex and the space between the outer c@4inder
and the
were classified abnormal. Percentage thickening for the eight insert can be filledwithwater. Wallthicknesses range from 2 to 20 mm in
sectors of each patients' data was calculated from the PET images 2-mm steps.
using MAX, FWHM and HYB. The three corresponding ROC
performed on two thickness subsets: smaller and greater than 12
curves were derived by considering the MR scores as the â€œtruth.â€•
mm, respectively (Fig. 4). For these two subsets, the slope of
the
linear fits varied by factors of 4.2 and 2.3 for MAX and
RESULTS
FWHM, respectively, while it varied only by a factor of 1.2 for
Theoretical Wall Model. Figure 2 shows the relationship
HYB. Note also on Figure 4 that the intercepts ofthe regression
between index values and actual thickness for different thick
lines were positive, especially for MAX and FWHM.
nesses and spatial resolutions. MAX was fairly linear with
Effect of Background. The effect of background, noise and
thickness for a 14-mm spatial resolution, but became very
spatial resolution were investigated by linear regression of
nonlinear at higher resolutions. FWHM displayed the opposite
estimated PT against true PT for each index, as in Figure 3,
trend: it was reasonably linear with thickness for a 6-mm spatial
except that all PT values were lumped together regardless of
resolution but became more nonlinear at poorer spatial resolu
initial thickness. For all indices, increasing background from
tions. HYB varied more linearly with thickness than either
10% to 20% caused a decrease ofthe slope K (from 0.33 to 0.28
MAX or FWHM over the same range of thickness and spatial
for MAX, from 0.26 to 0.23 for FWHM and from 0.72 to 0.62
resolution.
for HYB). The s.e.e. increased slightly for 20% background
(from 8.7 to 9.0 for MAX, from 8.4 to 9.2 for FWHM and from
MR-Based Simulations
8.7 to 8.8 for HYB). Increasing background therefore increased
Errors in Thickening Estimates. Figure 3 shows PT estimates
Wealsoexamined
howtherelationship
against true PT values for the three indices in the presence of Q forall indices.
background ( 15%) and noise ( 15%) at a spatial resolution of 8 between index values and thickness (Fig. 4) was affected by
background. When background increased, MAX increased for
mm. To show the dependence of the errors on the initial
thickness, the PT values were arbitrarily divided into two small initial thicknesses (smaller than about 12 mm for 8 mm
subsets: those with an initial thickness smaller (903 values) or spatial resolution) while MAX remained practically unchanged
for larger thickness. For FWHM and HYB, the main effect of
greater (837 values) than 12 mm. Linear regressions were
increasing background was to shift the plots in Figure 4B-C
performed for each plot. The bias in PT estimates is determined
towards higher values along the ordinate, without changing
by the deviation of the slope K from unity and by the deviation
of the intercept from zero. A!! the intercepts were nearly zero, their shapes.
Effect ofNoise. Increasing noise resulted in higher variability
but the slopes were not unity and depended on the initial
in PT estimates (greater s.e.e. in estimated compared with true
thickness of the wall. Figure 3 also displays a large variability
PT). By using data with 10% and 20% noise, s.e.e. increased
of PT estimates at a given true PT, quantified by the s.e.e. The
quantity Q = s.e.e.IK, which characterizes the clinical utility of from 6.7 to 9.8 for MAX, from 6.8 to 11.6 for FWHM and from
7. 1 to 13.2 for HYB. The slopes K were only slightly affected
an index, is listed in Figure 3. The idea! index should yield
small variability and a high slope K, i.e., small Q values. The and the overall effect of increasing noise was thus larger Q
values (worse) for each index (from 21 .5 to 30.6 for MAX, from
greater Q, the poorer the index for classification of PT. When
28. 1 to 42.8 for FWHM and from 10. 1 to 19.9 for HYB). The
all initial thicknesses ( 12 mm and > 12 mm) were lumped
together, Q was 27.2, 34.4 and 12.4 for MAX, FWHM and increased variability in PT with noise resulted from a greater
spread of the clouds of points on the plots of index values
HYB, respectively.
compared with thickness (Fig. 4). The underlying shape of the
Linearity Between Index Value and Thickness. The index values
relationships between index value and thickness was not af
are plotted as a function ofthickness in Figure 4 at 8 mm spatial
resolution using the MR-based simulations ((3 15%, @j 15%). fected by noise.
Effect ofSpatial Resolution. When resolution changed from 8
All indices behaved as predicted theoretically (Fig. 2). To
mm to 16 mm, the slope K of the regression line between
illustrate the nonlinearity of each index, linear regressions were

100mm

2mm
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Phantom Measurement. Figure 5 confirmed the validity of
the simulations by comparing the mean index value for each
thickness measured from the phantom with the corresponding
values obtained from the simulated version of the phantom. In
all cases, the experimental data agreed well with both simula
tions and theory (Fig. 2). The largest discrepancies occurred for
FWHM at large thicknesses (14 and 16 mm), with a difference
less than one pixel (2 mm).
Clinical Studies. The ROC curves corresponding to the three
indices are shown in Figure 6. The areas under the ROC curves
were 0.894 (sd
0.052), 0.845 (sd = 0.063) and 0.968 (sd =
0.029) for PT estimated from MAX, FWHM and HYB, respec
tively. The significance of the difference between the ROC
curves was tested using the areas under the curves (14). HYB
gave a higher sensitivity and specificity for the detection of wall
thickening abnormalities than MAX (p = 0.05) and than
FWHM (p = 0.02). No significant difference was found
between MAX and FWHM. Table 1 gives the sensitivity and
specificity values if one chooses 40% as the percentage thick
ening threshold discriminating abnormal from normal.

(B) FWHM. (C) HYB.

DISCUSSION

estimated PT and true PT increased from 0.31 to 0.38 for MAX,
decreased from 0. 19 to 0.08 for FWHM, and from 0.62 to 0.54
for HYB. The s.e.e. increased in all cases (from 9.4 to 10.4 for
MAX, from 10.0 to 11.0 for FWHM, from 9.3 to 12.4 for
HYB). The overall effect of a poorer spatial resolution was
therefore a decrease of Q (improvement) for MAX (from 30.4
to 27.3) and an increase of Q for both FWHM and HYB (from

Two approaches have been proposed in the literature for
measuring wall thickening from gated SPECT/PET images: the
count-based change caused by the partial volume effect (e.g.,
MAX), and the geometric measurement of wall thickness by
segmentation (8) or fitting (9). We have investigated these two
approaches using theoretical modeling, MR-based simulations
and phantom measurements. All three investigations demon
strated that both count-based and geometric indices behave
nonlinearly with thickness (Figs. 2 and 4) and behave in
opposite ways: MAX varies more linearly with thickness for
poor spatial resolution and small thickness, while FWHM is
more linear for high resolution and large thickness. Therefore,

52.7 to 137.3 for FWHM and from 15.1 to 23.0 for HYB).
Therefore, unlike FWHM and HYB, MAX performed better for
poorer resolution. Despite this improvement, even for 16 mm
resolution, K was still higher for HYB than for MAX and Q
remained the smallest (the best) for HYB.
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As all intercepts in Figure 4 were positive, each index led to
an underestimation of PT, in agreement with previous reports
(4,9). Although no index accurately estimates PT, estimated PT
remains correlated with true PT, and therefore, these indices
may still be helpful for the clinical classification of patients.
Nonlinearity also contributes to the high variability in PT
estimates. Consider, for example, myocardia! thickening from 8
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FIGURE4@Index values as a functionof wallthk@kness(fromMR-based
simulateddata at 8 mm spatial resolution). MAX.(B)FWHM.(C)HYB.
counts and geometry are complementary: when counts are not
sensitive to thickness, geometric information is helpful and
conversely. This led us to introduce a new hybrid index, HYB,
that combines count and geometric information. MR-based data
and phantom data confirmed that HYB varied more linearly
with thickness than MAX or FWHM for a wide range of spatial
resolution and thickness.
Linearity and Thickening Estimates. Thickening calculated
from an index assumes that this index is proportional to
thickness (Eqs. 1, 3 and 5). Figure 2 shows that this is not
always true: the slopes between index values and thicknesses
vary with thickness. A low slope implies a poor sensitivity to
thickening (e.g., MAX for thickness >12 mm on Figs. 4A and
3D). Furthermore, even over small ranges of thicknesses where
the index is fairly linear with thickness, the intercept is often
large (e.g., FWHM for thickness <12 mm on Fig. 4B). Large
intercepts produce large underestimation of PT (Fig. 3). As the
slope is more constant for HYB and the intercept is uniformly
low (Fig. 4C), the sensitivity to thickening does not depend on
initial thickness as much as for MAX and FWHM, and the bias
is lower (Fig. 3).
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From Figure 4, the mean MAX

value is 229 at 8 mm and 279 at 12 mm, hence a PT estimate
of2l.8%. For the same 50% true thickening from 12 to 18 mm,
the corresponding mean values of MAX are 279 and 293, i.e.,
a PT estimate of 5%. The same 50% thickening therefore leads
to greatly variable biases depending on the initial thickness of
the wall, because the intercept changes with thickness. This
variable bias leads to variability in PT, even in noise-free
conditions and in fact contributes about 89%, 56% and 77% (for

2

The large variability of the bias, associated with changes in
slope and intercept for different thicknesses, makes it virtually
impossible to perform a systematic correction for the bias.
Large variations of PT among normal subjects have been
reported when using counts-based methods (1,4â€”6).Our results
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TABLE I
Sensitivity and Specificity Values When Choosing 40% for the
Percent Thickening Threshold between Normal and Abnormal

Sensitivity
Specificity

MAX

FWHM

HYB

95%(Â±5%)
50%(Â±11%)

100% (Â±0%)
0% (Â±0%)

100% (Â±0%)
85% (Â±8%)

suggest than this variability results not only from anatomical
and functional variations between subjects, but also from highly
variable bias in PT estimates.
Effect ot@Background, Noise and Spatial Resolution. Back
ground increased the intercept in Figure 4 for all indices.
Therefore, the bias in PT estimates increases, implying poorer
performance of the index for discriminating normal from
abnormal PT. For all three indices, increasing background from
10% to 20% decreased the slope K by lO%â€”!5%.
At all levels of noise studied, HYB behaved better than MAX
and FWHM, as indicated by the Q values.
The theoretical data in Figure 2 show that at large thick
nesses, MAX has a lower slope and a higher intercept at good
resolution than at poor resolution. Thus, for large thicknesses,
Figure 2A predicts that MAX performs better at poor resolu
tions than at good resolutions. FWHM shows the opposite
behavior (Fig. 2B). HYB shows only weak dependence upon
spatial resolution. Even at 16 mm spatial resolution, HYB has
significantly lower bias than MAX, suggesting that using HYB
is advantageous not only for high resolution PET, but also for
SPECT.
Clinical Utility. The ability to separate normal from abnormal
PT values depends on both the slope K (reflecting sensitivity to
thickening) and variability, and was quantified by Q = s.e.e./K.
Under all conditions, HYB produced the best compromise
between sensitivity and variability, as quantified by Q. This was
supported by the ROC analysis, which showed an ROC area
significantly larger for HYB than for MAX or FWHM (albeit
with only five subjects). More patients will be needed to
confirm these preliminary results.
HYB was defined as the integral of counts within the fwhm
of the myocardial profile. The full width at half maximum
appeared to be a reasonable choice but it may not be the optimal
choice. Other edge definitions could be used to integrate the
counts and obtain a hybrid index. Also, more elaborate smooth
ing schemes, such as temporal smoothing using Fourier analysis
(7) could be investigated. Obviously, the hybrid method, just
like the counts-based and geometric methods, will fail for
sectors with no uptake.
Finally, should one be considering methods like MAX and
HYB, which give only percentage, rather than absolute, thick
ening? In fact, PT may often be the most clinically relevant
quantity. For example, a 2 mm thickening of a 5 mm thick wall
at end diastole (PT = 40%) may indicate that a large portion of
the myocardial cells were contracting vigorously. On the other

hand, the same 2 mm thickening
10%) might be indicative ofeither
cells, or a significant number
thickening. Percentage thickening
insight into myocardial function.

in a 20 mm thick wall (PT =
minimal thickening by all the
of cells not contributing to
therefore may allow valuable

CONCLUSION
A new hybrid index, HYB, combining count with geometric
information, has been introduced to measure wall thickening.
Theoretical analysis, MR-based data and phantom measure
ments showed that HYB varied more linearly with thickness
than the conventional maximum count and geometric indices.
This resulted in a better compromise between bias and index
variability than with MAX and FWHM. HYB performed best
for the detection of wall thickening abnormalities at both PET
and SPECT resolutions and over a wide range of realistic
background and noise conditions. A preliminary ROC analysis
confirmed these findings suggesting that HYB significantly
improves the sensitivity and specificity for the detection of wall
thickening abnormalities.
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